
TReNDS

Trade shows are starting up again 
with in-person attendance, offer-
ing fresh perspectives to a stale 
and stagnant design scene since 

COVID hit. The 2021 High Point Spring 
Market and the 2021 Coverings Show took 
the pulse point of our current times and 
interpreted it stylistically. Both shows 
come at an opportunistic time as many of 
our spaces are begging for a makeover. 

All that time spent at home under quar-
antine highlighted the shortcomings of 
our homes as we tried to live, work, teach 
children, and entertain ourselves. Many of 
us are tired of looking at the same four 
walls, literally and metaphorically, and it’s 
time to outfit our rooms with new furni-
ture and accessories to maximize the use of 
space and create comfort and joy. To help, 
here are the top takeaways from these two 
trendsetting shows in home decor.

High Point Furniture Market held its 
2021 Spring event, opening to the public for 
the first time since the pandemic’s start. 
The furniture market teased out three 
overarching trends shaping our spaces 
now and into the foreseeable future. “This 
season’s themes — Melange, Resilience & 
Resolve, and Mixtape — combine seam-
lessly to showcase top-performing colors, 
patterns, styles, and forms with inspiration 
that spans multiple decades of design, 
including 1980s-era influences that convey 
a vintage urban vibe,” explains Julie Smith 
Vincenti, of Nine Muses Media, who host-
ed a webinar on the trends. 

LATEST LOOKS FROM TOP  
HOME DECOR TRADE SHOWS
FROM DECOR DRENCHED IN NOSTALGIA TO STYLISH SANITARY SURFACES,  
2021 REWRITES THE DESIGN RULES.

by Karen LeBlanc

ALL THINGS ’80s
In uncertain times, we find comfort in the 
familiar, which is why nostalgia influences 
home decor. Retro, throwback and nods to 
the past form the foundation of the latest 
looks in living spaces, especially a fond-
ness for the 1980s. Highpoint Market 
named this affinity for all things ’80s, 
Mixtape, based on the handmade playlist 
that required hard work to create because 
it took hours of listening to the radio for 
that specific song to play to press record 
on the boom box… For those of us who 
made mixtapes in uncertain times, remem-
ber how you decorated the label with doo-
dles, and handwrote liner notes making 
dedications and proclamations?

“Mixtape celebrates individualism and 
creativity, drawing influence from the 
MTV generation, the gritty punk scene, 
and rap. It pays homage to Memphis 
Group, designers who challenged the idea 

of minimalism with over-the-top, whimsi-
cal designs,” Julie says. 

This style celebrates ’80s-era icons and 
influences and combines design elements 
in haphazard arrangements with curved 
forms and clashing colors. Envision rooms 
clad in terrazzo and plastic laminates 
accented with neon lights, acrylic, sequins, 
mesh, brushed brass, and matte black con-
trasted with white for drama, and a dash 
of mauve pink. 

Examples of Art Deco  
influences on the 80s  
home decor trend.

Classic examples of Memphis Group pieces inspired the 80s home decor trend.
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MELANGE:
Melange is another trending look that 
implies a mix of styles and inspirations to 
create curated living spaces that express 
personality and life experiences. It draws 
from design movements including Bru-
talism, Abstract Expressionism, Scandi-
navia and Japandy. This unpredictable 
mix of colors and patterns plays with 
sketched lines, crosshatch designs, stip-
pled dots, speckles, and dashes, bas relief 
surfaces, and rounded forms. 

RESILIENCE & RESOLVE:
The color purple dominates this style 
trend Hight Point Market calls Resilience 
& Resolve, showing its various personali-
ties as a neutral. “This trending look takes 
a pulse point of the time we are in. Purple 
took on significance during the Presiden-
tial inauguration with the idea that pur-
ple implies compromise and other mean-
ings such as spirituality, introspection, 
awakening and harmony,” Julie explains. 
Purple is a color complement to yellow 

and gray, pairings popularized as Pan-
tone’s 2021 Colors of the Year.  

In the year ahead, trend forecasters see 
a brightening of living spaces with rain-
bow palettes and retro rainbow inspira-
tions in bright color groupings. I’m calling 
this the Rainbow Brite trend. 

Far left: Examples of the Rainbow  
Trend forecasted for 2021 in home 

decor; center: The Melange Trend in 
home decor. Pieces from a mix of 

different style periods; below:  
Rainbow palettes predicted  

for 2022 in home decor.

All images on pages 26  
and 27 are courtesy of  

Julie Smith Vincenti,  
Nine Muses Media. 
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TReNDS

In surface style, sustainability and sani-
tary were the two big buzzwords com-
ing from the 2021 Coverings Show. 
“The impact of our material and design 

choices have a long-term, downstream 
impact, and there is a growing awareness 
of this,” says Ryan Fasan, technical consul-
tant with Tile of Spain. “We need continu-
ity in a visual and tactical design language 
with durable materials that contribute to 
sustainability, ease of ownership, and 
aftercare.” Tile of Spain, representing 120 
ceramic manufacturers, pegged several 
micro-trends in 2021 that will shape archi-
tectural and interior design. WARM TONES 

Earth tones are top color palettes for the home as we reconnect with nature and choose 
toned-down designs over previous popular colorful finishes. “Comfortable warm tones in 
natural tones of leather, wood, clay, and warm, rich tones that are relatable and comfort-
able are so important in 2021 design language. Everything harkens to natural materials 
and experiences. We are looking to our spaces as cradles that protect us,” Ryan notes. In 
tile, a shift from stone looks to wood grain textures and colors aims to infuse warmer 
tones in a living space.

SANITARY SURFACES
The pandemic has homeowners rethink-
ing how to keep spaces safe and sanitized. 
Non-porous materials, including ceramic, 
cement and metal, lock out germs and 
bacteria. Expect to see a rise in demand 
for ceramic tiles infused with antibacteri-
al properties that lend themselves to 
chemical-free cleaning and halt the 
spread of germs. Nano particulates inte-
grated into ceramic tile stop the growth of 
bacteria and have the potential to be anti-
viral. Several manufacturers are research-
ing and developing ceramic surfaces with 
anti-viral properties.

Keraben Grupo, Lifeker Microban

Gayafores, Lama Haya

Equipe,  
Tribeca tile in 
Seaglass Mint

AMB D’Autore, 
Donna Bianco

 HYPER-REALISTIC TEXTURES
Tiles with hyper-realistic textures provide depth and visual interest with subtle shading 
and coloring. New ink technology prints onto the tile to mimic the look and feel of many 
natural materials. “The surfaces are multi-sensory and realistic, made possible with carv-
ing inks that sink through the surface of the glaze to create micro-textures that mimic 
stone and wood or look eroded, weathered or vintage,” Ryan explains. Mid-piece effects 
and transitions in structure and finish, such as the look of sap in a wood grain tile, and 
layered glazes and inks work to create an organic look. 
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BASIC GEOMETRY:
The latest tile styles showcase simple geom-
etries, such as triangles, chevrons and 
hexagons drawing from a mashup of mod-
ernist styles. Simple geometric designs 
combine with glossy and matte finish 
compositions for a subtle layer of interest.

SMALL TILE REVIVAL:
Expect to see a revival of smaller-scale 
ceramic tiles in sizes 8" by 8" or 10" by 10" 
as a counterpoint to the popular large-
scale tile in previous years. The rise of 
smaller formats, especially for exteriors, 
helps satisfy safety and aesthetics because 
the smaller grout lines create traction and 
improve slip resistance. 

Today’s design sensibilities reflect new prior-
ities in the home — a value on flexible spaces 
that nurture our health and well-being on par 
with style trends that comfort, soothe and con-
nect us with nature. 

Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design Tourist series. She travels the globe attending some of the 
world’s premiere design events in search of the latest trends, tastemakers and unique finds.  
Learn more at thedesigntourist.com. 

Realanda, Venato tile 
flooring in Deco Grey
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